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This is how Ads In Da Box Will Help you: * View statistics for impressions and clicks * Absolutely NO

MySQL DB installation required. * Ads can be rotated on onsite/offsite web pages * Support for all types

of adverts * Grouping scheme to classify ads in individual groups. * Easy installer with built in FTP *

Produces codes for unlimited rotation of unlimited ads. * Automatically expire ad blocks or leave it to run

forever, it's your choice! * Preloaded with common ad sizes and you can even add in custom sizes too! *

Flexible and easy changing of refresh rates for each ads * Easily customize the colors for your text based

ads * Password protected admin panel for managing the ads Plus so much more... The Absolute Solution

To Managing Your Ad Boxes From One Centralized Area. Minimal Space, Maximum Exposure! As

compared to static ads, Ad In Da Box gives you the power to have maximum exposure against any other

image ads: Normal Banner Ads (Static) Self Hosted No subscription fee, no monthly billings, just one

single investment and you can install it and run unlimited ads over unlimited sites! Split Test With Ease!

Split test your banners and see in real time the ones that have the most clicks over views and build more

profitable Ad campaigns: It is delivered with detailed instructions with pictures on both installation and

how to use it. PLR Includes .html, .PSD, Word Source Files **************************** GET THE BEST

SPUN ARTICLES, SIGN UP FOR SPIN READY ARTICLES HERE knector.tradebit.com/groups.php OR

HERE tradebit.com/usr/knector/groups.php FOR MORE GREAT TEMPLATES AND SCRIPTS VISIT:

knector.tradebit.com/ ****************************
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